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Abstract—This paper describes a fast power transient management functionality incorporated into a 12.5 Gb/s maximum
likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) receiver for optical
add/drop multiplexer (OADM)-based WDM networks. The
receiver has a VGA with a fast automatic gain control and a
high-bandwidth offset cancellation loop. Measured results indicate that the receiver IC tolerates a 10 dB/10 s optical power
transient with 72 consecutive identical digits with no BER impact,
and offers a 100X improvement over a standard CDR in tracking
an 8 dB sinusoidal power transient at a BER of 10 4 .
Index Terms—Clock and data recovery (CDR), electronic dispersion compensation (EDC), maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE), OC-192, variable gain amplifier (VGA).

I. INTRODUCTION
PTICAL add/drop multiplexers (OADM) are being employed in wave-division multiplexed (WDM) networks
to improve bandwidth efficiency by reconfiguring channel capacity on demand. However, abrupt addition/dropping of channels in a WDM network creates variations in combined input
power into the erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA). Cross
gain saturation, which is caused by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in EDFAs, triggers power transients in the surviving
channels as shown in Fig. 1, [1]. The speed of a power transient is proportional to the number of cascaded EDFAs [2]. TypdB/100 s and
dB/100 s are
ical power transients of
observed in currently deployed OADM-based WDM networks.
Performance degradation due to a power transient is caused by
the insufficient tracking bandwidth of the AGC and offset loop.
Existing solutions to this problem are in the optical domain including dynamic gain equalizers (DGE) [3], [4] and variable
optical attenuators (VOA) [5], both of which tend to be expensive. Note that unlike burst-mode CDRs, the power transients
in OADM-based WDM networks occur during continuous data
transmission. Thus, the techniques employed in designing burstmode CDRs cannot be employed here.
This paper presents a receiver IC designed to recover data and
clock in OC-192 (9.952 Gb/s–12.5 Gb/s) OADM-based SONET
WDM metro and long-haul networks. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first reported electrical solution integrated into the receiver IC, to the power transient problem for
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Fig. 1. Power transients in OADM networks.

OC-192 links. An electrical solution is expected to reduce capital expenditures and enable operational simplicity compared to
its optical counterparts. The power transient management was
added to an existing maximum likelihood sequence estimation
(MLSE)-based electronic dispersion compensation (EDC) receiver [6] (see Fig. 2). The MLSE receiver is implemented via
GHz, SiGe BiCMOS
an AFE IC in a 0.18 m, 3.3 V,
process, and a digital (MLSE equalizer) IC in a 0.13 m, 1.2 V
CMOS process, with both dies packaged in a 23 mm 17 mm,
261 pin multi-chip module (MCM). As the MLSE receiver was
described in great detail in [6], this paper focuses primarily on
the circuit blocks that implement the fast power transient management functionality.
II. MLSE RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the MLSE receiver. The AFE
IC features a power transient-tolerant variable gain amplifier
(VGA), a 4-bit 12.5 GS/s analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
with an effective number of bits (ENOB) of 3.5 at Nyquist,
a dispersion tolerant clock-recovery unit (CRU), and a 1:16
demultiplexer (DEMUX). The digital equalizer IC implements
an 8-state MLSE algorithm with a lookback window of 12.
The MLSE engine is a parallel, time-reversed, sliding window
Viterbi decoder [7]. The decoder utilizes backward recursion
to reduce the critical path to a cascade of 8 multiplexers.
The MLSE engine is supplied with channel estimates from a
low-frequency adaptive channel estimator, which models the
nonlinear channel impulse response over three bit-periods.
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Fig. 2. Top level architecture of MLSE receiver.

The MLSE EDC IC provides a 16-bit output stream compliant
with the OFI-SFI4 implementation agreement, thus replacing
a conventional CDR-DEMUX.
The power transient management functionality is obtained
primarily by adding a fast automatic gain control (AGC), and
a high-bandwidth offset cancellation loop (OCL) in the VGA.
These will be described in the remainder of the paper.

III. VGA DESIGN
In this section, we begin with the design requirements of the
VGA in OADM-based long-haul (LH), and metro area networks
(MAN). Then, the architecture and functionality of the proposed
VGA is described. Lastly, we describe the key design blocks in
the VGA that contribute to the power transient tolerance, including the variable gain offset loop in the OCL, the gain block,
the gain controller, and consecutive identical digit (CID)-tolerant peak detector used in the AGC.
A. Design Requirements
Designing a VGA with power transient management for
OADM-based networks presents unique challenges as shown
in Fig. 3. First, the AGC should track a rapidly changing signal
envelope, e.g., 9 dB/100 s, caused by optical power transients
in order to maintain SNR, and linearity, while being insensitive
to long strings of CID appearing in the SONET/SDH frame
header, which can be as long as 72 ones and zeros alternating
in every frame (ITU-T, SDH specification). Second, the OCL
in the VGA should suppress transient offsets while being
insensitive to 72 CIDs.
The gain block in the VGA and the offset amplifier in the
OCL provides a forward gain of and a feedback gain of ,

respectively. The low frequency transfer function
VGA is given by

of the

(1)
where is the single-pole 3 dB cut-off frequency of the offset
amplifier. The low frequency pole and zero are located at
and , respectively.
The offsets of VGA and preceding TIA fluctuate with the optical power transients. Four issues are involved in the design of a
power transient tolerant offset loop. First, the bandwidth of the
KHz) to track
offset amplifier has to be sufficiently high (
the 100 s offset transient. Second, the offset feedback ampliis suffier should have sufficient gain , i.e.,
ficiently small to suppress uncompensated offset injected from
TIA during the power transient especially in the low gain condition. Third, the VGA should have sufficient dynamic range
dB). Fourth, the maximum lower 3 dB cut-off frequency,
(
when the forward gain is maximum, should be sufficiently
low to maintain a constant signal envelope in the presence of
long CID. For a 1% droop in the envelope with 72 CID, the low
3 dB cut off frequency should be less than 220 kHz. Insufficient
lower 3 dB bandwidth causes pattern dependent offset variation
and jitter as well as envelope fluctuation by triggering the fast
tracking AGC.
B. VGA Architecture
The VGA block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The VGA provides a continuous 40 dB tunable gain range, less than 10 mV
receiver sensitivity, and greater than 30 dB linearity (third order
intermodulation distortion at Nyquist). Three peak detectors, an
active ripple canceller, and a gain control unit form the AGC
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Fig. 3. Desired response of a power transient-tolerant VGA.

loop. The gain control unit maps the peak detector output signal
into two separate control signals for the gain block to achieve
gain-independent AGC transient response while being insensitive to process, temperature, and supply variations. The gain
control unit controls forward and offset gain simultaneously for
dynamic gain and bandwidth adjustment. The OCL incorporates
connection to remove
a four-point external capacitor
the inductive peaking caused by bonding wires. This scheme
suppresses the high frequency offset loop gain, resulting in a
flatter forward frequency response. It also helps achieving the
desired offset transient response by simplifying the offset loop
design. The gain block consists of three cascaded differential
amplifier stages. Each stage has an identical gain range of
to 13 dB but different voltage headrooms. The first stage has the
largest voltage headroom in order to be able to receive a maxand attenuate it. Peak detection
imum input swing of 2.4
in the automatic gain loop detects the amplitude of the signal.
Pseudo-differential peak detection with active ripple cancellation overcomes bandwidth-ripple trade-off. A reference signal
from the ADC to the peak detector sets the target amplitude of
the VGA. The output driver includes a common mode feedback
(CMFB) loop with offset control. CMFB tracks the common
mode voltage information provided by the ADC. The replica
bias generator generates replicas of the DC bias points of the
gain block and provides them to the gain control block and input
termination block in order to achieve process insensitivity.
C. Variable Gain Offset Loop Design
Fig. 5(a) shows the circuit schematic of the first stage of the
VGA. Fig. 5(b) depicts the low-frequency response of the VGA
kHz to track
without the AC coupling capacitors. With
, and an expected
offset variations, a moderate
, the maximum lower 3 dB cut-off frequency is around

2 MHz, which is much higher than the upper bound of 220 kHz.
In order to solve this problem, the VGA gain and the offset
gain are simultaneously varied by varying the degeneration
in Fig. 5(a). The VGA gain
resistance
, where , the single-stage gain, is given by,
(2)
is the transconductance of
, and
and
are the load and degeneration resistances, respectively. The offset gain is given by
where

(3)
is the fixed gain of the offset amplifier in Fig. 4,
where
is the transconductance of , and
is the gain from the base
of
to the output of the first stage, which is given by
(4)
causes
to
Varying the degeneration resistance
change in inverse proportion to , resulting in reduced varivaries from
ations of the lower 3 dB cut-off frequency. If
varies from 0.7 to 70, the variation in low
10 to 1 when
3 dB cut-off frequency is reduced by an order of magnitude
to one decade and the highest cut-off frequency is at 200 kHz
as shown in Fig. 5(b). The pole is set close to 3.7 KHz to
place the lower 3 dB frequency below 200 KHz. This is done
because the channel estimator in the DSP can track only the
residual offset transient, but not the pattern dependency due to
an insufficiently small 3 dB frequency. The low feedback gain
when the VGA is in the high gain mode does not degrade BER
because the transient offset injected from the TIA is small.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the power transient-tolerant VGA.

Fig. 5. (a) The circuit diagram of the first stage of VGA and (b) the frequency response of VGA in maximum and minimum gains.

The usage of a peak detector in the offset loop [8] can be a
potential solution for this problem as long as the peak detector
can discriminate between the power transient and long CID. In-

dividual offset feedback in each stage could mitigate the issue
by implementing higher order OCL. However, the number of
external pins increases in proportion to the filter order.
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Fig. 6. The simplified circuit schematic of threshold voltage insensitive gain controller.

D. Gain Block and Gain Controller
The gain controller realizes dB-linear gain control with
process, temperature, and supply insensitivity. DB-linear gain
control provides input power-independent AGC transient response [9]. The gain of the VGA is tuned by controlling the
and the degeneration resistance
in
load resistance
Fig. 5(a). The performance of the gain block is highly dependent on the process parameters such as the threshold voltage
and the device transconductance
of
and
. The
process insensitive gain controller schematic is shown in Fig. 6.
The replica bias cell (not shown) generates the DC bias point
and
(see Fig. 5(a)) for the gain controller. The voltage
gain of the gain stage
in Fig. 5(a) is given by
Fig. 7. The gain of VGA with respect to gain control signal.

(5)
where
and
are the gate voltages of
and
, respectively,
and
are the threshold voltages of
and
, respectively, and
and
are the device transconductances of the triode-region biased transistors
and
, respectively, i.e.,
. The diode-connected
NMOS transistor
in Fig. 6 provides a gain control voltage
for transistor
(see Fig. 5(a)) equal to
(6)
is the gain control current input which determines
where
the gain, and
is the transconductance of
. Similarly,
is given by
(7)
Substituting (6) and (7) into (5), we obtain
(8)

(9)

where
and
. From (9), it is clear that
the gain is independent of the threshold voltage and that it is
sensitive only to the matching of device transconductance .
The currents in
and
in Fig. 6 are fixed at
in all gain
conditions, resulting in a gain-independent phase margin.
For a dB-linear gain control, the voltage gain of the gain stage
should be an exponential function with respect to the gain
control signal [9]. Fig. 7 shows the gain of the VGA versus the
.
gain control voltage
Compared to the degeneration control scheme [6], simultaneous control of degeneration and load resistances exhibits exponential-like gain control characteristics, which is sufficient
for achieving the target transient response in the entire gain
range. This scheme also enables the VGA to receive a large input
and attenuate without source peaking.
signal of 2.4
E. CID Tolerant Peak Detector Design
The peak detector has to track a 100 s power transient
without causing a BER penalty while being insensitive to long
CIDs and dynamic offset variations. The estimated time-constant of the power transient is 43 s. In order to satisfy these
constraints, a conventional peak detector needs to have an RC
time constant that is larger than 720 ns in order to suppress
the data-dependent ripple to within 1%. At the same time,
the RC time constant should be much smaller than 10 s in
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order to track a falling power transient with sufficient damping
s. Such a trade-off
assuming a closed loop time-constant
reduces design margin, resulting in increased process, and
temperature sensitivity.
The proposed AGC incorporates three fast peak detectors followed by an active ripple canceller to track dynamic power transients while rejecting the data-dependent peak detector ripple
and
(see Fig. 4) are
caused by a long string of CIDs.
chosen to balance the charge-up and discharge response in the
presence of 72 CIDs. The nominal common-mode voltage
at capacitor
with a pseudo-random bit sequence is
(10)
where
is reverse saturation current,
is the peak
mV. The charge-up
voltage of the input signal, and
with 72 CIDs is dominated by diode I-V characresponse
and , given by
teristics,
(11)
Substituting

Fig. 8. RC time constant and data ripple.

the differential-mode component representing the data-dependent ripples caused by CIDs. An empirical condition for 1%
output ripple with active ripple cancellation is given by

in (11), we get
(18)

(12)
where
.
Solving (12) and employing (10), we get
(13)
(14)

where
is the length of the CID, which is 7.2 ns. Fig. 8 shows
time-constant and the data ripple
the trade-off between
in conventional and proposed designs. Compared to conventional rectifier-based peak detector designs, the proposed peak
detector scheme significantly improves the tracking speed while
maintaining the same level of data-dependent ripple. The external capacitance
in Fig. 4 sets the AGC loop bandwidth.
IV. MEASURED RESULTS

Similarly, the discharge response

is given by
(15)

The Taylor series expansion of (14) and (15) around

is

(16)

(17)
respectively. From (16) and (17), note that the first order terms
of and
have the identical magnitude but opposite signs in
the nominal condition given in (10). The magnitude difference
in the second order terms is
, which can be
made small with a large
. Thus, the single-ended outputs of
the peak detectors A and B (see Fig. 4) together form a pseudodifferential signal as long as
and
are sufficiently large to
suppress the voltage ripples in the order of
. These singleended outputs when added together generate a common-mode
component representing the power transient while canceling out

The measurement setup for the MLSE receiver is shown in
Fig. 9. A HP8672A clock generator feeds a 9.953–12.5 GHz
clock to an Advantest D3186 pattern generator. A commercial
300-pin MZM NRZ transponder with 5 dBm output power is
used as a transmitter. Low gain EDFAs are inserted to control
OSNR and nonlinearities. OSNR and received power are controlled with two attenuators and an EDFA used as an amplified
spontaneous emission noise source. The power transient is created by using a Mach-Zehnder modulator (JDSU X5) driven by
a random signal generator to emulate the power transient mea1 sequence and SDH frame
sured in the field. A PRBS of 2
data are used for testing of the MLSE EDC receiver. A commercial PIN-TIA with a 3 dB bandwidth of 8 GHz and input
dBm at BER of
is used for all
sensitivity of
measurements.
The measured AGC and VGA response to a 10 dB/10 s
power transients is shown in Fig. 10, where the maximum and
minimum input powers are 4 dBm and 14 dBm, respectively. The VGA output is monitored through a test buffer
integrated in the AFE IC, which has 8 dB gain, 30 dB
SFDR, and 8 GHz 3 dB bandwidth. The tracking response of
the AGC is captured by monitoring the voltage at the external
. Note that 10%–90% tracking is completed
loop capacitor
in 8 s. The envelope of the VGA output remains constant
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Fig. 9. Power transient measurement setup for the MLSE receiver.

Fig. 10. Measured AGC response in the presence of power transients.

except for a 15 ps shift in the zero crossings due to group delay
variation. A group delay variation of 15 ps in a 10 s window
is well within the SONET mask [10]. No variations in BER
with a
were observed when operating at a BER of
1 PRBS, which is also well within the operating BER
2
regime of forward error correction (FEC) based links.
Fig. 11 shows the BER plots for a commercially available
CDR (Intel 16713XC) and the MLSE receiver in presence of
an 8 dB ( 14 dBm to 6 dBm) sinusoidal power transient
at various frequencies. The optical SNR is adjusted to achieve
in the absence of power transients. Two orders-of-mag-

nitude improvement in performance is observed at a typical
.
pre-FEC BER of
BER with increasing distance in the presence of 10 dB/100 s
power transient is shown in Fig. 12. OSNR was adjusted to
at back-to-back. OSNR was adjusted
achieve the BER of
at each point to maintain a constant BER. Algorithm step size
in the channel estimator has been adjusted to track residual
power transient. Back-to-back penalty associated with the algo. The MLSE
rithm step size was negligible at the BER of
receiver showed 0.4 dB ONSR penalty at 100 km with respect
to the power transient. The commercial CDR could not be tested
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MLSE RECEIVER

Fig. 11. Measured BER with sinusoidal power transients.

Fig. 13. Microphotograph of MLSE MCM and the layout capture of VGA.

Table I summarizes the features of the two-die solution.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 12. Measured BER with increasing distance under 10 dB/100 s power
transient.

with the power transient because of its operational instability at
the testing conditions.
Fig. 13 shows the photomicrograph of the MLSE MCM with
the wire-bonded AFE and DSP ICs, and a detailed layout view
of the power transient-tolerant VGAs.

This paper has described the design of the first fully-integrated OADM power transient-tolerant electronic receiver
based on maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE).
It can replace expensive optical domain solutions such as
improvement over
DGE and VOA. It demonstrated
in back-to-back
a conventional CDR at the BER of
under sinusoidal power transient. The OSNR penalty with
10 dB/100 s power transient was 0.4 dB up to 100 km at
typical pre-FEC BER.
The design of a signal processing-enhanced optical communication receiver for OADM-based WDM metro area networks
presents unique challenges spanning algorithmic issues, mixedsignal analog front-end design, and VLSI architectures for implementing the digital signal processing back-end. A cost-effective solution, i.e., a solution that meets the system performance
specifications within the power budget, requires joint optimization and innovations of the signal processing algorithms, VLSI
architectures and analog and digital integrated circuits.
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